<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISSUE</th>
<th>FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **FEBRUARY** | SPECIAL REPORT AND DIRECTORY: Managers of Fixed Income  
Pensions/Investment: Investment Risk for Plan Sponsors  
Benefits/Healthcare: Flexible Benefits & Healthcare Spending  
DC Pensions: Alternatives in DC Plans  
**BONUS DISTRIBUTION:**  
❖ CPBI Saskatchewan Regional Conference  
❖ CPBI Western Regional Conference  
AD CLOSING January 19  
MATERIAL DUE February 2 |
| **APRIL** | SPECIAL REPORT AND DIRECTORY: Managers of US Assets  
Pensions/Investment: Emerging Markets  
Benefits/Healthcare: Drug Plan Sustainability  
DC Pensions: Trends in DC Plans  
**BONUS DISTRIBUTION:** IFEBP Canadian Public Sector Conference  
AD CLOSING March 23  
MATERIAL DUE April 6 |
| **MAY** | SPECIAL REPORTS AND DIRECTORIES  
❖ Managers of Real Estate/Alternative Investments  
❖ Group Benefits and Group Retirement Providers  
Pensions/Investment: ETFs/Index Investing  
Benefits/Healthcare: Linking Health & Productivity  
❖ Brand Name Drug Dispensing  
DC Pensions: Target Date Funds  
AD CLOSING April 27  
MATERIAL DUE May 5 |
| **JUNE** | SPECIAL REPORTS AND DIRECTORIES  
Pension & Benefits Consultants  
Benefits & Pensions Legal Firms  
Pensions/Investment: Tactical Asset Allocation  
Benefits/Healthcare: Curbing Workplace Absenteeism  
DC Pensions: The Impact from De-Accumulation  
**BONUS DISTRIBUTION:** Responsible Investment Association Conference  
AD CLOSING May 22  
MATERIAL DUE June 3 |
| **AUGUST** | SPECIAL REPORT AND DIRECTORY: Socially Responsible Investing and ESG  
Pensions/Investment: Global Fixed Income Markets  
Benefits/Healthcare: Integrating Mental Health  
DC Pensions: DC Pension Plan Design  
**BONUS DISTRIBUTION:**  
❖ CPBI Quebec Conference  
❖ CPBI Atlantic Conference  
AD CLOSING July 22  
MATERIAL DUE August 3 |
| **SEPTEMBER** | SPECIAL REPORT AND DIRECTORY: Managers of EAFE & Emerging Markets  
Pensions/Investment: Real Estate & Infrastructure  
Benefits/Healthcare: Wellness Strategies that Work  
DC Pensions: DC Plans & Market Volatility  
**BONUS DISTRIBUTION:**  
❖ ACPM Annual Conference  
❖ CPBII/ICRA Ontario Conference  
AD CLOSING August 19  
MATERIAL DUE September 2 |
| **OCTOBER** | 22nd ANNUAL REPORT AND STATISTICAL DIRECTORY  
Money Managers of Canadian Pension Assets  
Pensions/Investment: Liability-Driven Investments  
Benefits/Healthcare: A Focus on STD/LTD  
DC Pensions: Legal Risks in DC Plans  
AD CLOSING September 21  
MATERIAL DUE October 6 |
| **DECEMBER** | ANNUAL REVIEW AND FORECAST ISSUE  
AD CLOSING November 24  
MATERIAL DUE December 1 |

PLEASE NOTE: This 2015 editorial calendar is subject to change to accommodate changes in editorial priorities.